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In 1971, the first self-replicating virus (called Creeper) was unleashed across 
the ARPANET as a proof of concept. The virus itself was not designed to do any 
harm, but instead simply highlighted potential vulnerabilities in mainframe 
computers across the network. More humorous than destructive, this malware 
was mostly an annoyance, displaying the message “I’M THE CREEPER, CATCH 
ME IF YOU CAN” on infected systems. However, it did showcase the serious 
destructive potential for self-replicating malware in the future.

Unfortunately, long gone are the days of “joke” malware, since modern mal-
ware is no laughing matter. Today, ransomware is one of the fastest-growing 
threats in the cybersecurity industry, designed to not only self-propagate, but 
encrypt all files or entire systems across a network. This specialized malware 
has one primary purpose – to directly generate income for the attackers.

How does ransomware work? After initial infection, ransomware attempts to 
traverse the network and infect all computers across the LAN or WAN. Once 
sufficient time has passed and maximum spread has been achieved, the ran-
somware begins the process of silently encrypting data and/or systems. Once 
its mission has been accomplished, an alert is displayed for the user inform-
ing them of what happened and demanding a payment to unlock the files or 
system. Typically, these ransom demands have a deadline and sometimes even 
offer a discount for expedient payment. Ransom is typically required to be paid 
in cryptocurrency to make reversing or tracing the payment more difficult.

This survey, conducted by Enterprise Management Associates, polled 213 indi-
viduals from organizations of 250 employees or more from over 20 different 
industry verticals. Almost half (46.9%) of individuals polled indicated that 
their organization has experienced a ransomware attack, and of those attacked, 
approximately one-third (32.0%) of organizations paid the ransom. This survey 
explores the impacts of ransomware and the effectiveness of defense and recov-
ery strategies in use today.
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47%

of organizations say the information technology 
department controls the security budget, but 
the information security department sets 
security priorities.

of organizations that have invested in cyber-insurance 
have seen at least a slight increase in premiums, with 
42.9% seeing at least a 10% increase in premiums

62.4%
of organizations surveyed with cyber-insurance have 
over a $500,000 limit on their cyber-insurance

46.9%
of organizations reported experiencing 
a ransomware attack

69%
of the ransomware attacks started with 
a phishing email, with either a malicious 
attachment or malicious link

69%
of organizations were able to recover 
within six days of the attack

76.5%
of organizations plan to recover from a 
ransomware attack using full system 
backups or data backups (69%)

53.5%
of organizations plan to use 
cyber-insurance, or even pay the 
ransom out of pocket (24.5%)

32%
of organizations that experienced a ransomware attack paid 
the ransom

56% of organizations that paid the ransom did so because it was 
cheaper than remediation costs

53%
of organizations that paid the ransom did so because 
downtime would have been an excessive burden to the 
organization

75%

of payees reported that paying the ransom resolved all 
expected problems, and paying the ransom was still 
considered a cost savings for another 21.9%. Only 3.1% found 
that paying the ransom cost more than if they had not paid.

50% of those not paying did not pay because they believed that it 
shouldn’t be paid

39.7% of those not paying did not trust that the attackers would 
keep up their end of the bargain

73.2% of organizations believe that governments should make 
paying ransomware illegal to discourage future attacks

54.5% of organizations believe that organizations should pay the 
ransom to attackers to get back up and running

Budget and Priorities

Impact and Recovery

Paying the Ransom

86%

Insurance Spending

of organizations believe that the industry needs 
better ransomware prevention technology, and 
93.4% of organizations surveyed believe their 
current protections are sufficient

56%
of organizations believe that having basic 
antivirus software is not enough to protect 
against ransomware

95.3%

Defense Against Ransomware
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Select Open-Ended Responses:
In your own words, explain your organization’s approach to ransomware.

[Our organization doesn’t] want to get hit with ransomware, but 
also [doesn’t] want to spend the money necessary to ensure 
that we have the ability to make sure we don’t get hit…We do 
have daily backups and have them sent offsite, but we don’t 
have a good way to prevent ransomware from getting into our 
environment in the first place.

Plan ahead. We have an incident response plan to address 
how your organization will monitor, detect, and respond to 
an incident, such as a ransomware attack…We also provide 
security awareness training for employees. Finally, we test our 
incident response and recovery plan by conducting simulations 
or walk-through exercises.

We have been held hostage by ransomware and paid three 
million dollars. We have since improved our cybersecurity and 
have taken out additional insurance.

We have multiple layers of protection in place, including full 
system images, offsite data storage, and full encryption, as well 
as ransomware insurance through two carriers. Ransomware is 
taken incredibly seriously due to the sensitive nature of the data 
that we handle.

Sometimes it’s cheaper just to pay the ransomware  
than to spend money taking care of it on our end.

[Ransomware] exploits the fact that our cultures are not 
prepared to deal with these kinds of threats, and our ability to 
use technologies often outstrips our ability to use them safely.
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Voices of the Survey – Respondent Quotes and Feedback 

Commentary:
We asked all respondents to rate their agreement 
or disagreement with multiple statements about 
ransomware.

The results are very telling of how ransomware is 
affecting industries across North America and the 
rest of the globe.

Remarkably, 43% of respondents believe that 
basic antivirus software is sufficient protection for 
ransomware. At the same time, over 80% of orga-
nizations have reconsidered their cloud computing 
strategies, as well as their file backup and restore 
strategies due to the threat of ransomware.

While 95.3% of organizations believe that the 
industry needs better ransomware prevention 
technology, a similar number (93.4%) of organiza-
tions surveyed believe their current protections 
are sufficient. Although this data seems contradic-
tory, one explanation may be that organizations 
are implementing the best available technology 
but understanding that it’s ultimately not enough 
to fully prevent this growing threat. Even when 
implementing the latest technologies, there is still 
significant room for improvement.

Please rate the following statements about ransomware

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree

The cybersecurity industry needs better ransom-
ware prevention technology

47.4% 47.9% 4.7% 0.0%

My organization’s security budget is adequate to 
protect against a ransomware attack

34.7% 51.2% 13.6% 0.5%

My organization’s current protections against 
ransomware are sufficient

30.0% 63.4% 6.6% 0.0%

Governments should act to improve cybersecurity 
through legislation or executive actions/orders

46.9% 40.4% 10.8% 1.9%

Recent ransomware attacks around IT manage-
ment tools made your organization reconsider 
their cloud computing/management strategy

37.6% 46.0% 12.7% 3.8%

Recent ransomware attacks against workstations 
and file shares made your organization reconsider 
their file backup and restore strategy

32.4% 49.3% 16.4% 1.9%

To get their organizations back up and running, 
those affected by ransomware should pay ran-
soms to attackers

23.0% 31.5% 21.6% 23.9%

Having basic antivirus software is enough protec-
tion for ransomware

14.1% 29.1% 22.1% 34.7%

Paying ransomware only encourages the ransom-
ware attackers to continue

56.3% 34.7% 6.6% 2.3%

Ransomware attackers will keep their promises 
and unlock your files when paid

16.9% 28.6% 27.7% 26.8%



Budget & Priorities
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Budget & Priorities 

Analysis:
Most commonly, the information technology 
department controls the information security 
budget, but the information security department 
gets to set their own priorities.

Across the board, exposure of customer data is the 
top priority in a ransomware attack, with exposure 
of internal data and trade secrets a strong second.

Commentary:
It’s no surprise that exposure of customer data 
is the most important priority in ransomware 
attacks for organizations. Exposure of customer 
data can be extremely expensive for organizations, 
resulting in the purchase of years’ worth of iden-
tity monitoring for every customer, as well as the 
potential loss of returning customers, resulting in 
decreased future revenue.

These priorities undoubtedly drive security spend-
ing, and the focus, of organizations. Even when 
the security team sets these priorities, the asso-
ciated compensating control effectiveness is 
undoubtedly limited to the confines of the secu-
rity budget.

Owns security budget Sets security priorities

Security budget ownership vs. security priorities

get Sets sect S t

nership vs security prioritiesnership vs. security priorities

47.9%

45.5%

5.6%

0.9%

Information Technology

Information Security

Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC)

Line of Business/Business Operations

Please rate the following statements about ransomware

Exposure of customer's data

Exposure of internal data/trade secrets

Downtime

Impact on brand/stock if public

Exposure of customer's data
1st

Exposure of internal data/trade secrets

Downtime

Impact on brand/stock if public

2nd 3rd 4th
44.1% 31.9% 14.6% 9.4%

28.2% 34.7% 21.1% 16.0%

19.7% 16.9% 31.5% 31.9%

8.1% 16.7% 33.3% 41.9%



Impact and Recovery
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Impact and Recovery 

Analysis:
While on average across all organizations the like-
lihood of experiencing a ransomware attack was 
46.9%, organizations whose information secu-
rity department controls the security budget are 
less likely to experience a ransomware attack, with 
only 41.2% experiencing an attack.

Commentary:
The reduced likelihood of experiencing a ransom-
ware attack when information security controls 
their own budget speaks to the importance of 
establishing and properly allocating funding to 
information security departments. Underfunded 
departments will face additional challenges in pre-
venting ransomware attacks from occurring in the 
first place.

It is worth noting that organizations whose infor-
mation technology or GRC departments own the 
security budget did not see a noticeable differ-
ence compared to each other, with the likelihood 
of experiencing a ransomware attack approxi-
mately 50%.

Further cross-analysis found no other notable pat-
terns of interest in reducing the likelihood of being 
victim of a ransomware attack. However, many 
strategies were effective in reducing downtime 
after a successful attack or preventing paying the 
ransom, and these strategies will be explored later 
in this report.

Has your company experienced a ransomware attack? Has your company experienced a ransomware attack? 

53.1%

46.9%

No

Yes

Information Technology

Information Security

Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC)

How does ownership of the security budget affect the 
likelihood of experiencing a ransomware attack?

Information Technology

likelihood of experiencing a ransomware attack?

48.0%

52.0%

58.8%

41.2%

50.0%

50.0%

Not Attacked

Attacked
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Impact and Recovery 

Analysis:
Most organizations predicted at least a 25% 
reduction in revenue and productivity due to a 
widespread ransomware attack on their organiza-
tion. At least one in ten organizations predicted 
that a widespread ransomware attack would be 
devastating to their organization, reducing their 
revenue and productivity by at least 75% or poten-
tially even completely halting all productivity and 
revenue.

Commentary:
With hundreds of thousands of medium and large 
businesses across North America, it’s terrifying 
to think that a ransomware attack could severely 
impact one in ten of these businesses. However, 
this is unsurprising, since the number of software 
and technology companies continues to increase 
across North America at a rapid rate, and these 
businesses are highly reliant on their computer 
systems to generate revenue.

Predicted productivity impact of successful attackmpact of succe

4.2%

13.1%

30.0%

22.5%

18.3%

9.9%

1.9%

No impact on the organization's daily activities

Ability to continue daily activities mostly uninterrupted

Ability to continue daily activities at reduced capacity, 75% or
greater effectiveness

Ability to continue daily activities at reduced capacity,
between 50% and 75% effectiveness

Ability to continue daily activities at reduced capacity,
between 25% to 50% effectiveness

Ability to continue daily activities at reduced capacity,
less than 25% effectiveness

Halts all daily activities, and no activities could continue
until the attack is resolved

Predicted financial impact of successful attackimpact of success

5.6%

11.3%

33.8%

21.6%

16.4%

8.9%

1.9%

0.5%

No impact to revenue

Would be able to continue receiving revenue mostly
uninterrupted

Would be able to continue receiving revenue at reduced
capacity at 75% or greater

Would be able to continue receiving revenue
between 50% and 75%

Would be able to continue only receiving some
revenue at 25% to 50%

Would be able to continue receiving some revenue,
but at less than 25%

Would halt all our organization's revenue, and no revenue
could continue until the attack is resolved

Unknown
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Impact and Recovery 

Analysis:
Phishing emails with malicious attachments or 
malicious links were the most common point 
of entry, with an overwhelming 69% of attacks 
involving phishing emails.

It is important to note that while most organiza-
tions detected the attacks within less than a day, 
this is detection of the actual attack, not the initial 
infection.

Commentary:
Phishing as the most common attack method is 
not surprising, due to its low-effort/high-reward 
attack vector. It takes very little skill to design a 
phishing attack, and often, even non-targeted 
phishing attacks are successful.

Many ransomware infections are designed to tra-
verse internal networks once a machine is initially 
infected, then execute the attack on all devices 
simultaneously for maximum impact. These infec-
tions could persist on a network for days, weeks, or 
even months before actually executing the attack.

What was the point of entry?int of entry?

43.0%

26.0%

17.0%

10.0%

2.0%

2.0%

Phishing email with malicious attachment

Phishing email with malicious link

One of our public-facing servers was directly attacked (web server,
mail server, file transfer server, etc.)

Browser exploit

Insider attack (employee or contractor intentionally
launched attack)

Compromised credentials

How long did it take your organization to discover the attack?did it take your organiza

13.0%

52.0%

23.0%

7.0%

3.0%

1.0%

1.0%

Nearly immediately (in minutes)

Less than 1 day (in hours)

1-6 days

1 week

2-3 weeks

1 month

Greater than 1 month
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Impact and Recovery 

Analysis:
Most commonly, ransomware attacks affected less 
than 100 devices or users. However, in one in ten 
attacks, hundreds or even thousands of devices or 
users were affected.

Most organizations were unable to recover from 
ransomware attacks on the same day they experi-
enced them.

Commentary:
The fact that in most attacks multiple devices or 
users were affected confirms that ransomware is 
most commonly traversing internal networks for 
a larger effect. EMA hopes the continued push of 
the industry toward network segmentation and 
zero trust networking will lead to better protec-
tions against ransomware traversing networks and 
help isolate ransomware to only the initial infec-
tion point.

How many devices or users were affected by the attack?many devices or users we

11.0%

38.0%

40.0%

8.0%

3.0%

1 to 5 devices or users

6 to 20 devices or users

21 to 100 devices or users

100 to 1,000 devices or users

Over 1,000 devices or users

How long did it take your organization to restore/rebuild all data 
and be completely operational again?and be complete

6.0%

32.0%

37.0%

14.0%

10.0%

1.0%

Nearly immediately (in minutes)

Less than 1 day (in hours)

1-6 days

1 week

2-3 weeks

1 month
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Impact and Recovery 

Analysis:
Despite industry recommendations to never pay 
the ransom, 32% of organizations did pay.

Fifty-three percent of organizations that did not 
pay the ransom had a downtime of at least one day. 
Conversely, 81.3% of organizations who did pay the 
ransom had a downtime of at least one day.

Commentary:
While paying the ransom is typically intended as a 
cost-savings method to reduce downtime, an inter-
esting trend emerges when analyzing the actual 
downtime of those who paid the ransom vs. those 
who didn’t, with those paying the ransom trending 
toward more downtime.

However, it is important to note that correlation 
does not mean causation, and paying the ransom 
could have been a decision made due to esti-
mates of much longer recovery times. The actual 
causation could be lack of proper planning for a 
ransomware attack, such as timely backups or the 
scale of the attack and how many devices were 
affected.

Did your company pay the ransom?Did your company 

32.0%

68.0%

Yes

No

How does paying the ransom relate to an organization’s timeframe 
to restore/rebuild all data and be completely operational again?

Paid ransom Did not pay ransom

0.0%

18.8%

53.1%

18.8%

6.3%

3.1%

8.8%

38.2%

29.4%

11.8%

11.8%

0.0%

Nearly immediately (in minutes)

Less than 1 day (in hours)

1-6 days

1 week

2-3 weeks

1 month
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Impact and Recovery 

Analysis:
Remediation costs and excessive downtime were 
the most common reasons for paying a ransom. Of 
important note is that 21.9% of those who paid the 
ransom did so because of lack of backups, which 
could likely have been prevented.

A strong fundamental belief that ransoms should 
not be paid was the most common response for not 
paying, a belief held by half of the victims of ran-
somware. The second most common reason for not 
paying was lack of trust that the attackers would 
keep up their end of the bargain.

Commentary:
It is interesting that while excessive downtime was 
one of the main influencers for paying the ransom, 
organizations that paid the ransom often experi-
enced longer downtimes than those who did not, 
as was outlined in the previous charts. 

While lack of trust of the attackers was a very 
strong reason for not paying the ransom, this is 
counter to the statistical results of paying the 
ransom. More on this on the next page.

What influenced you to pay the ransom?nced you to pay the ransom?

56.3%

53.1%

37.5%

34.4%

31.3%

25.0%

21.9%

9.4%

3.1%

Ransom was cheaper than remediation cost

Downtime would have been excessively burdensome
for organization

Advice from legal department or third-party legal firm

Insurance paid for the ransom

Advice from third-party technical security firm

No backups of systems and/or data were available

Fear of public exposure of the ransomware attack

Other

Escalating threats by attackers, such as disclosure
of data by the attackers

What influenced you to not pay the ransom?to not pay the ransom?

50.0%

39.7%

29.4%

27.9%

20.6%

19.1%

19.1%

16.2%

14.7%

13.2%

13.2%

10.3%

1.5%

Didn't believe ransomware should be paid
Didn't trust the attackers to unlock system or remove all

malware after paying
Advice from third-party technical security firm

Corporate policy in place prohibits paying ransom

Ransom too costly

Remediation efforts made paying ransom unnecessary

Legal or regulatory concerns
Advice from the PR department, i.e., paying ransom would

reduce customer trust
Corporate executive decision prohibited paying ransom

Political stance - the ransom could fund terrorism or
foreign countries that support terrorism

The worst impact had already occurred and paying the
ransom would be irrelevant

Public pressure to not pay the ransom

Other
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Impact and Recovery 

Analysis:
A clear trend is present that the more users or 
devices that a ransomware attack affects, the more 
likely it is that the ransom will be paid.

Seventy-five percent of organizations that paid the 
ransom got exactly what they expected in return, 
solving the problems they believed it would. Only 
3.1% of organizations said that paying the ransom 
increased their costs compared to if they had not 
paid the ransom.

Commentary:
It’s unsurprising that the more users or devices 
affected by a ransomware attack, the more likely 
an organization is to pay the ransom, due to the 
increased impact and recovery time.

However, it is interesting that despite a large per-
centage of ransoms being unpaid due to lack of 
trust of the attackers to keep up their part of the 
bargain, statistically, paying the ransom is an 
effective cost-saving measure. After all, it ben-
efits the attackers to keep up their part of the 
bargain and unlock systems and files when paid. 
Otherwise, attackers will begin to be labeled as 
untrustworthy and payment percentages will be 
reduced. It’s all a numbers game for the attackers, 
and there is little benefit to attackers for not keep-
ing their end of the bargain.

How does the number of devices or users affected by a ransomware 
attack affect the likelihood of paying the ransom?

6.3%

28.1%

50.0%

9.4%

6.3%

13.2%

42.6%

35.3%

7.4%

1.5%

1 to 5 devices or users

6 to 20 devices or users

21 to 100 devices or users

100 to 1,000 devices or users

Over 1,000 devices or users

Paid ransom Did not pay ransom

Did paying the ransom resolve the problems you believed it would?e the problems you believed it would?

75.0%

21.9%

3.1%

0.0%

Yes, paying the ransom resolved all the problems
we believed it would

Only some of our problems were resolved, but paying
the ransom still cost us less than if we had not paid

Only some of our problems were resolved, and paying the
ransom cost us more than if we had not paid

No, nothing was resolved by paying the ransom
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Responding to Ransomware 

Analysis:
The mere threat of ransomware, even for organi-
zations that have not experienced a ransomware 
attack, has been enough for most organizations 
to reevaluate service provider relationships and 
prioritize purchasing new or different security 
solutions.

For those experiencing a ransomware attack, even 
more motivation exists to reevaluate solution 
providers or purchase new or different security 
solutions.

Commentary:
With an overwhelming 83% of organizations that 
experienced ransomware attacks reevaluating ser-
vice provider relationships or prioritizing new or 
different security solutions, it is clear that ran-
somware can be a significant driving force behind 
purchase decisions for organizations.

Service providers and security solution provid-
ers should take note that customers will consider 
alternatives if they believe your product or service 
was to blame for a ransomware attack against their 
organization.

How does an organization becoming victim of a ransomware attack 
affect service provider relations?

Experienced a ransomware attack Did not experience a ransomware attackare attack Did not experience a ra

ct service provider relations?

83.0%

17.0%

57.5%

42.5%

Reevaluated provider relationship

Did not reevaluate provider relationship

How does an organization becoming victim of a ransomware 
attack affect security solution purchases?

Experienced a ransomware attack Did not experience a ransomware attackDid not experience a ranso

curity solution purchases?

83.0%

17.0%

64.6%

35.4%

Prioritized purchase of new/different security solutions

Did not prioritize purchase of new/different
security solutions
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Responding to Ransomware 

Analysis:
Anti-malware and intrusion prevention soft-
ware (91.5%) were the most common ransomware 
defense strategies used across organizations, with 
anti-phishing technologies and training (71.8%) 
the second most common.

Backups, either full system (76.5%) or data backups 
(69%), were most of the recovery strategies organi-
zations used. Organizations have also invested in 
cyber-insurance, at 53% of organizations.

Commentary:
With EDR/XDR a newer technology, it still sees a 
low adoption rate of only 28.6%. However, as will 
be discussed later in this report, EDR/XDR sta-
tistically displays advantages in detection and 
recovery times.

Over half of organizations have invested in cyber-
insurance, which was an option likely unheard of 
over a decade ago. Growing cyber threats, espe-
cially ransomware, have drastically increased the 
need for cyber-insurance and planning for cyber 
incident response.

What is your organization's current ransomware defense strategy?s current ransomware defense strategy?

91.5%

71.8%

71.4%

28.6%

1.4%

Anti-malware/intrusion prevention software

Anti-phishing technologies and training

File monitoring/shielding

EDR/XDR

We do not have a ransomware defense strategy

What is your organization's current ransomware recovery strategy?rrent ransomware recovery strategy?

76.5%

69.0%

53.5%

30.5%

24.4%

0.5%

Full system backups or virtual machine snapshots

Data backups

We have invested in cyber-insurance

We have a reserve financial account dedicated to
cyber-attack or ransomware recovery services, but
this account would not be used to pay the ransom

We plan to pay the ransom if it happens (self-funded)

We do not have a ransomware recovery strategy
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Responding to Ransomware 

Analysis:
Overall, most organizations that have invested 
in cyber-insurance have found at least a slight 
increase in their insurance premiums over the 
last year. These increases are undoubtedly due 
to the increase of ransomware prevalence as a 
cyber threat.

With ransoms typically based on the number 
of devices or amount of data encrypted, it’s no 
surprise that over 62% of organizations have cyber-
insurance policies of at least half a million dollars. 

Commentary:
As the threat of ransomware continues to rise, 
insurance companies will undoubtedly continue 
to be required to increase rates or require proof 
of extra hardening from clients to ensure rates 
remain the same.

Most threat actors now require payment in crypto 
currency, due to its nature of being difficult to 
trace, and will only attack organizations outside of 
their home country. This low-risk attack method 
can lead to high rewards, sometimes in millions of 
dollars.

Have your organization's cyber-increased/decreased over last year?on's cyber-increas

6.1%

36.8%

43.9%

12.3%

0.0%

0.9%

0.0%

Significantly increasing (over 20% increase)

Moderately increasing (10-20% increase)

Slightly increasing (0-10% increase)

No change over previous years

Slightly decreasing (0-10% decrease)

Moderately decreasing (10-20% decrease)

Significantly decreasing (over 20% decrease)

What is the total limit of your organization's cyber-insurance?he total limit of y

2.6%

14.0%

21.1%

28.1%

21.1%

13.2%

Between $50,001 and $100,000

Between $100,001 and $250,000

Between $250,001 and $500,000

Between $500,001 and $1,000,000

Between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

Greater than $5,000,000
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Responding to Ransomware 

Analysis:
Organizations using EDR/XDR detected and recov-
ered from ransomware attacks slightly faster than 
other strategies. Overall, detection and recovery 
times were mostly constant across other defense 
strategies, with the exception of organizations that 
do not have a ransomware defense strategy.

Commentary:
While ransomware defense strategy does not 
appear to have specific influence on preventing 
ransomware attacks, it does appear to play a role in 
detection and recovery time.

EDR/XDR clearly provides a competitive edge over 
other defense strategies for reduced detection and 
recovery time, with more organizations detecting 
and recovering from attacks slightly faster than 
other strategies.

Organizations with no ransomware defense strat-
egy faced much longer recovery times than all 
other strategies.

How does ransomware defense strategy affect the time to
discover a ransomware attack?

Shortest                             Detection Time                               Longest

EDR/XDR

Anti-malware/intrusion prevention software

File monitoring/shielding

Anti-phishing technologies and training

We do not have a ransomware defense strategy

How does ransomware defense strategy affect an organization’s 
timeframe to recover?

Shortest                             Recovery Time                               Longest
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Responding to Ransomware 

Analysis:
Organizations with data backups or full system 
backups paid less frequently than the average, 
while organizations that plan to pay ransoms self-
funded paid much more often.

Statistically, data backups and full system backups 
make a significant difference in recovery times, 
with recovery times less than one day more often.

Commentary:
An interesting data point of note is that organi-
zations that have invested in cyber-insurance are 
less likely to pay the ransom than average. This 
may be to avoid increases in insurance premiums, 
or due to additional hardening required for those 
cyber-insurance policies.

While cyber-insurance and paying the ransom 
through self-funded means are meant to be used 
as a method of reducing downtime, these strat-
egies are often associated with slower recovery 
times of at least one day or more.

How does an organization's ransomware recovery strategy affect 
the likelihood that orgs will pay the ransom?

Paid ransom Did not pay ransomDid not pay ransom

orgs will pay the ransom?

43.8%

62.5%

43.8%

59.4%

37.5%

66.2%

82.4%

19.1%

63.2%

36.8%

Data backups

Full system backups or virtual machine snapshots

We plan to pay the ransom if it happens (self-funded)

We have invested in cyber-insurance

We have a reserve financial account dedicated to
cyber-attack or ransomware recovery services, but this

account would not be used to pay the ransom

How does recovery strategy affect an organization’s timeframe to 
restore/rebuild all data and be completely operational again?

Less than 1 day 1 day or moreday 1 day or more

be completely operational again?

66.2%

84.6%

20.0%

61.5%

38.5%

45.7%

60.0%

40.0%

62.9%

34.3%

Data backups

Full system backups or virtual machine snapshots

We plan to pay the ransom if it happens (self-funded)

We have invested in cyber-insurance

We have a reserve financial account dedicated to
cyber-attack or ransomware recovery services, but
this account would not be used to pay the ransom
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Responding to Ransomware 

Analysis:
Unsurprisingly, backup and restore are over-
whelmingly dominant in ransomware recovery 
strategies. Endpoint remediation and recovery 
are a close second, with the least popular option 
paying the ransom.

Removing the adversary from the environment 
is dominated with EDR threat hunting, either 
through an internal team or hiring an external 
firm. Only 5.2% of organizations trust the attack-
ers to remove themselves from the network after 
paying the ransom.

Commentary:
Undoubtedly, backup and restore are the best 
recovery strategies in the case of a ransomware 
attack. However, with some adversaries present 
on devices for months before an attack, it becomes 
a bit more complicate than that. While endpoint 
remediation and recovery can be effective, start-
ing fresh, then restoring all data, may be the 
safest option.

Even though EDR is one of the least common strat-
egies for ransomware defense, EDR is clearly part 
of many organizations’ incident response plans. 
Organizations would do well to leverage their 
existing EDR/XDR implementations to not only 
recover from incidents, but also ensure proactive 
measures are being taken to reduce the impact of 
future ransomware attacks through more timely 
initial response.

Based on your current cybersecurity strategy, how do you plan to 
recover from a ransomware attack?rom a ransomware attack?

85.4%

71.8%

31.5%

23.0%

12.2%

Backup and restore

Endpoint remediation and recovery

SIEM data

Start fresh

Unlock data or systems after paying ransom

Based on your current cybersecurity strategy, how do you plan to
remove the adversary from your environment? sary from your environment? 

54.5%

53.1%

52.1%

45.1%

33.3%

32.9%

5.2%

0.5%

EDR threat hunting with internal team

EDR threat hunting with managed detection and
response firm

Antivirus logs

Reviewing SIEM data

Will be addressed on a per-case basis

EDR threat hunting with IR firm

Trust the adversary to remove themselves after
paying ransom

Unknown
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Responding to Ransomware 

Analysis:
Most organizations believe that for future ransom-
ware attacks, their detection time will be less than 
one day, and recovery time within one to six days.

When examining this data more closely for trends, 
it appears that organizations that have experi-
enced an attack lean slightly more heavily toward 
an extended detection timeframe, but a reduced 
recovery timeframe.

Commentary:
The shift in predicted detection and recovery 
times based on if an organization has experienced 
a ransomware attack may be due to more realistic 
expectations of detection and increased focus on 
backups reducing expected recovery time.

The fact that 4.5% of organizations that have not 
experienced ransomware attacks predict their 
recovery times could be a month or more, or pos-
sibly never fully recover, is very telling of the 
ransomware problem. Most organizations are 
aware of the seriousness of ransomware, but some 
have no idea how to address it.

If a major ransomware attack affected your organization across all departments 
today, how long do you believe it would take to detect the ransomware attack?

Experienced a ransomware attack Have not experienced a ransomware attackare attack H

detecelieve it would take to delieve it would take to d

17.0%

39.0%

25.0%

15.0%

4.0%

22.1%

48.7%

17.7%

8.0%

3.5%

Nearly immediately (in minutes)

Less than 1 day (in hours)

1-6 days

1 week

2-3 weeks

If a major ransomware attack affected your organization across all departments today, how long do 
you believe it would take to restore/rebuild all data and be completely operational again?

Experienced a ransomware attack Have not experienced a ransomware attack

restore/rebuild all data and be completely operestore/rebuild all d

mware attack

4.0%

36.0%

39.0%

15.0%

6.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

8.0%

21.2%

47.8%

10.6%

8.0%

1.8%

1.8%

0.9%

Nearly immediately (in minutes)

Less than 1 day (in hours)

1-6 days

1 week

2-3 weeks

1 month

Greater than 1 month

Never fully recover
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Ransomware was once a very small problem affecting only a few industries, but 
it has grown into a lucrative business for organized cybercrime and one of the 
most prevalent cyber attacks today across nearly all industry verticals. 

Attackers intentionally price their ransoms below the estimated cost to 
remediate and recover, banking on the fact that most organizations can’t afford 
the downtime. With approximately one-third of all ransoms being paid, some-
times for millions of dollars, attackers are seeing a very high return on their 
investment. This lucrative criminal industry has little incentive to stop due to 
the low effort needed to infect organizations, as well as the high reward for a 
successful attack.

For maximum revenue attackers try to encrypt as many devices or files in an 
organization as possible, likely through self-propagating malware traversing 
the network.

One of the most remarkable trends discovered during this research is that ran-
somware defense strategy appears to play a minimal part in an organization 
becoming the victim of a ransomware attack. Instead, defense strategies play 
a more important role in timely detection and response. Since more users or 
devices affected play a direct role in the odds that an organization will need to 
pay the ransom, timely detection and response are critical. Backup of data or 
full system backups also play a significant role in the ability of organizations to 
quickly recover and avoid paying the ransom.

Some of the most interesting trends in this research include the vast discrep-
ancies between perceived trust of attackers to unlock files and actual results of 
paying the ransom. While many of those refusing to pay the ransom did so due 
to not trusting the attackers, the reality is that 96.9% of the time, organizations 
paying the ransom considered it a cost savings.

However, while the vast majority of organizations feel they got their money’s 
worth by paying the ransom, paying the ransom is statistically associated with 
longer recovery times. These longer recovery times may not be directly caused 
by paying the ransom, but are more likely are caused by lack of adequate recov-
ery planning, such as data or system backups.

It seems that ultimately, the best solution to the ransomware problem is 
strengthening backup strategies while improving detection and response 
times. EDR/XDR appears to provide a competitive edge in detection, response, 
and recovery times and needs to be more widely adopted for early detection 
and network traversal mitigation. Currently, one of the primary motivators 
in paying the ransom is reduced recovery costs. Only once organizations can 
recover at a lower cost than paying the ransom will ransomware authors no 
longer be motivated to continue their attacks.

Ransomware does not appear to be going away any time soon. Only through 
proper planning and investments can organizations help reduce their risk, 
improve response and recovery times, and avoid the cost of paying the ransom.
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Which of the following BEST describes your specific role? – IT Practitioners

37.2%

19.1%

7.0%

6.0%

5.5%

4.5%

3.5%

3.0%

2.0%

2.0%

1.5%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

IT Director/IT Manager/Supervisor (or equivalent)

CIO/CTO/VP Information Technology

CISO/CSO/VP Information Security

VP (other technical leadership title)

IT Service Manager/ITSM Team Leader

Information Security Director/IS Manager/Supervisor (or equivalent)

IT Director/Manager (other)

IT Business Analyst

Chief Data Officer

IT Project/Program Manager

IT Administrator/System Administrator

VP Development/Engineering

Director of Development/Engineering/Programming

Database Administrator

DevOps Programmer/Developer/Engineer

Help Desk/IT Support

Director of IT Audit/Compliance

Cloud Solutions Administrator/Engineer

Cloud Operations Administrator/Engineer

Data Security Analyst/Administrator

Network Administrator/Engineer

IT Architect

IT Consultant/Integrator

Sample Size = 199
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Sample Size = 213

Sample Size = 14

In total, how many employees are currently working in your organization?

6.1%

9.9%

13.1%

25.8%

18.3%

7.5%

4.2%

6.1%

2.3%

3.3%

2.8%

0.5%

250-499

500-749

750-999

1,000-2,499

2,500-4,999

5,000-7,499

7,500-9,999

10,000-19,999

20,000-49,999

50,000-99,999

100,000-499,999

500,000 or more

Which of the following BEST describes your specific role? – Executives

50.0%

50.0%

Corporate/Line of Business Vice President
(VP/AVP/SVP/EVP)

Corporate/Line of Business CEO/President/Board
of Directors
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Sample Size = 213

Which of the following best describes your organization's primary industry?

12.7%

12.7%

11.3%

11.3%

8.5%

8.5%

7.5%

4.7%

4.7%

3.3%

2.3%

2.3%

1.9%

1.4%

1.4%

1.4%

0.9%

0.9%

0.9%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

Finance/Financial Services/Banking/Crypto

Manufacturing

Computer/Technology Services (IaaS, SaaS, MSP, MSSP, cloud provider)

Healthcare/Medical/Pharmaceutical

Computer/Technology Software (mobile app, consumer, custom, web-based)

Insurance

Retail/Wholesale/Distribution

Computer/Technology Hardware (devices, chip, computer/networking hardware)

Computer/Technology: Other

Professional Services (non-technical)

Education (federal, state & local)

Oil/Gas/Chemicals

Telecommunications

Business Services/Consulting

Utilities/Energy

Other:

Gaming/Digital Entertainment

Government (federal, state & local)

Transportation/Airlines/Trucking/Rail

Aerospace/Defense

Automotive

Ecommerce
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VMWare
VMware is a leading provider of multi-cloud services for all apps, enabling digital innovation with enterprise control. As a trusted 
foundation to accelerate innovation, VMware software gives businesses the flexibility and choice they need to build the future. 
Headquartered in Palo Alto, California, VMware is committed to building a better future through the company’s 2030 Agenda. 

Visit their solutions page on Ransomware Protection, https://www.vmware.com/solutions/ransomware-protection.html

SentinelOne
SentinelOne is a pioneer in delivering autonomous security for the endpoint, datacenter and cloud environments to help orga-
nizations secure their assets with speed and simplicity. SentinelOne unifies prevention, detection, response, remediation and 
forensics in a single platform powered by artificial intelligence. With SentinelOne, organizations can detect malicious behavior 
across multiple vectors, rapidly eliminate threats with fully-automated integrated response and to adapt their defenses against 
the most advanced cyberattacks. SentinelOne has offices in Mountain View, Tel Aviv, and Tokyo. The company is recognized by 
Gartner in the Endpoint Protection Magic Quadrant as a Leader and has enterprise customers worldwide.

Visit their website at https://www.sentinelone.com/

About the Sponsors

https://www.vmware.com/solutions/ransomware-protection.html
https://www.sentinelone.com/
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